Over the Edge (Volume Two in the Over the Edge Series)

The suspenseful conclusion of the Over the
Edge series! A relationship under fire In
the gripping conclusion of Over the Edge,
Mia and Damien struggle against forces
that threaten to destroy their newfound
relationship.
Damiens
wealthy
parents--especially his mother--will stop at
nothing to tear them apart. A fight for
survival Meanwhile, other dangers lurk in
the shadows, deep and terrifying. As those
shadows turn into darkness, is their love
strong enough to weather the storm?
Complete series also available as a boxed
set This is the second part of a two-part
series, and concludes the story. The entire
series is also available as a boxed set here
on Amazon! What readers and reviewers
say about Over the Edge: This was a book
I
could
not
put
down.
BooksandBeyondFiftyShades, book review
site The sex is hot here, but the difference
from so many romance books is that its
backed with meaning and lovethroughout
the series, you really feel Mia and Damiens
love for each other. Christopher, author If
you are looking for something fun and has
meaning behind the story I highly
recommend this book. Felicia E., reader an
emotional roller coaster ride Stephanie J.,
reader
POWERFUL and thoroughly
believable llulusmom, reader
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